Thus!such!an!equation!would!explain!how!information!gained!between!times!t1!and!t2!transforms!knowledge,! depending!on!many!factors,!including!knowledge!possessed!before!time!t1.! The!authors!believe!that!without!improving!the!understanding!of!the!nature!of!knowledge!it!would!be!difficult! to! pinpoint! the! role! of! models! in! gaining,! capturing! or! sharing! knowledge.! ! Therefore! this! article! sets! out! to! investigate! categories! of! knowledge! (Section! 2)! and! then! identifies! processes! (Section! 3)! that! transform! knowledge!in!one!category!to!knowledge!in!another!category.!!Once!such!processes!have!been!identified!it!is! possible!to!identify!those!which!can!(or!could)!use!models.!!! Note!that!the!word!'models'!here!refers!to!a!mathematical!construct!that!can!be!used!to!represent!a!significant! set!of!properties!of!some!existing!or!proposed!artefact,!such!that!all!relevant!properties!of!the!artefact!can!be! derived! by! investigating! the! model! rather! then! the! artefact! itself! and! no! relevant! properties! can! be! derived! from!the!model!which!are!not!properties!of!the!artefact.!!Mathematical!logic!(model!theory)!actually!calls!such! a! mathematical! construct! a! 'theory',! rather! then! a! 'model'.! ! However,! many! other! disciplines,! including! engineering,!use!the!term!'model'!for!these!mathematical!constructs!and!this!is!the!meaning!adopted!in!this! article.!!Thus!an!IDEF0!schema!is!an!'activity!model'!of!some!process,!an!IDEF1X!schema!is!a!'model!of!some! data',!etc.!!! 2!KNOWLEDGE!CATEGORIES!! KM!literature!defines!two!main!knowledge!categories:!explicit!and!tacit.! Polanyi! (1966)! defines! tacit! knowledge! as! knowledge,! which! is! implied,! but! is! not! actually! documented,! nevertheless!the!individual!'knows'!it!from!experience,!from!other!people,!or!from!a!combination!of!sources.! Explicit!knowledge!is!externally!visible;!it!is!documented!tacit!knowledge! (Junnarkar!and!Brown,!1997) .!! Skryme! and! Amidon! (1997)! define! explicit! knowledge! as! formal,! systematic! and! objective,! and! it! is! generally! codified!in!words!or!numbers.!Explicit!knowledge!can!be!acquired!from!a!number!of!sources!such!as!companyS internal! data,! observing! business! processes,! records! of! policies! and! procedures,! as! well! as! from! external! sources!such!as!through!intelligence!gathering.!Tacit!knowledge!is!more!intangible.!It!resides!in!an!individual's! brain!and!forms!the!basis!on!which!individuals!make!decisions!and!take!action,!but!is!not!externalised!in!any! form.!! Polanyi! (1958)! also! gives! another! detailed! and! substantial! definition! of! knowledge! categories.! He! sees! tacit! knowledge! as! a! personal! form! of! knowledge,! which! individuals! can! only! obtain! from! direct! experience! in! a! given!domain.!Tacit!knowledge!is!held!in!a!nonSverbal!form,!and!therefore,!the!holder!cannot!provide!a!useful! verbal! explanation! to! another! individual.! Instead,! tacit! knowledge! typically! becomes! embedded! in,! for! example,! routines! and! cultures.! As! opposed! to! this,! explicit! knowledge! can! be! expressed! in! symbols! and! communicated!to!other!individuals!by!use!of!these!symbols.!! Bejierse! (1999)! states! that! explicit! knowledge! is! characterised! by! its! ability! to! be! expressed! as! a! word! or! number,! in! the! form! of! hard! data,! scientific! formulas,! manuals,! computer! files,! documents,! patents! and! standardised! procedures! or! universal! works! of! reference! that! can! easily! be! transferred! and! spread.! Implicit! (tacit)!knowledge,!on!the!other!hand,!is!mainly!peopleSbound!and!difficult!to!formalise!and!therefore!difficult! to!transfer!or!spread.!It!is!mainly!located!in!people's!'hearts!and!heads'.!! Considering!the!above!definitions,!the!authors!give!the!following!definitions:! (4)! Explicit! knowledge! is! knowledge,! which! can! be! articulated! and! written! down.! Therefore,! such! knowledge!can"(or"could)!be!externalised!and!consequently!shared!and!disseminated.!! (5)! Tacit! knowledge! is! subconscious,! it! is! understood! and! used! but! it! is! not! identified! in! a! reflective,! or! aware,!way 1 .!!Tacit!knowledge!is!developed!and!derives!from!the!practical!environment;!it!is!highly!pragmatic! and! often! specific! to! situations! in! which! it! has! been! developed.! Although! tacit! knowledge! is! not! directly! externalisable,!it!is!sometimes!possible!to!create!externalisations 2 !that!may!help!someone!else!to!acquire!the! 1! If!a!person!geathers!evidence!that!makes!him/her!aware!of!knowledge!previously!categorised!as!tacit!then!this!knowledge! becomes!informal!explicit!knowledge.! same!tacit!knowledge.!Tacit!knowledge!could!be!made!up!of!insights,!judgement,!knowShow,!mental!models,! intuition! and! beliefs,! and! may! be! shared! through! direct! conversation,! telling! of! stories! and! sharing! common! experiences.!!! Definitions! (4)! and! (5)! give! rise! to! a! categorisation! that! can! be! used! to! make! practically! important! differentiations! between! various! categories! of! knowledge.! The! authors! propose! to! divide! knowledge! into! categories!according!to!the!following!criteria!(see! Figure! To! be! able! to! perform! the! aforementioned! formalisation! process! we! need! additional! capabilities! known! as! culturally" shared! or! situation" knowledge! (e.g.! knowledge! shared! by! the! community! that! is! expected! to! uniformly!interpret!the!formal!models!of!the!target!processes).!Culturally!shared!knowledge!plays!an!essential! role!in!the!understanding!of!the!process!or!entity!in!question!and!in!its!formalisation!and!structuring.!E.g.!the! definition!of!an!accounting!process!can!only!be!done!by!an!individual!who!understands!accounting!itself,!but! this! formalisation! will! be! interpreted! by! other! individuals! who! must! have! an! assumed! prior! culturally! shared! and!situational!knowledge!that!is!not!part!of!the!formal!representation! (Bernus!et"al,!1996) .!! As! we! already! mentioned,! one! of! key! objectives! of! KM! is! the! externalisation! of! participants'! knowledge.! Regarding! the! type! of! knowledge! (tacit! and! explicit)! different! tools! and! approaches! in! knowledge! capturing! may!be!used:!
• Tacit!knowledge!(whether!formalisable!or!not)!can!be!transferred!through!live!in"situ!demonstrations,!faceS toSface! storytelling,! or! captured! informal" presentations! (e.g.! multimedia! records,! personal! accounts! of! experience,! or! demonstrations).! Note! that! tacit! formalisable! knowledge! may! be! discovered! through! a! research!process!and!thus!made!explicit.!!Subsequently!such!knowledge!may!be!captured!as!described!in! the!bullet!point!below.! 
